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Abstract: The HeI/HeII photoelectron spectra of substituted fluorenes (2-

aminofluorene, 2,7-dibromofluorene, 2-acetylfluorene and 9-trimethylsilylfluorene) 

are reported for the first time. We have observed significant changes in the π-

electronic structure of the title molecules upon substitution at 2-, 7- and 9-positions 

and interpreted them within the theoretical framework of resonance and inductive 

effects.  The substituents attached to fluorene at these positions govern the 

photophysical behaviour and properties of polymetallaynes which contain fluorene 

moiety. The mediated properties include the size of the polymer bandgap, various 

nonlinear optical properties, the intensity and lifetime of luminescence processes etc. 

Our spectral results provide some detailed explanations of substituent influences in 

the form of e.g. orbital ionization energies which can be further related to charge-

transfer processes present in these metallo-organic polymers. 
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Introduction 

    Fluorene is an aromatic hydrocarbon which has diverse uses and appears in diverse 

chemical contexts. We are especially interested in its substituted derivatives which 

have multiple applications. Thus for instance aminofluorenes are carcinogenic 

substances which can form adducts with the DNA [1]. Metallated fluorene derivatives 

containing fluorene chromophore exhibit potential for the preparation of new 

optoelectronic materials which can be employed in e.g. polymer light-emitting diodes 

[2].  

    The knowledge concerning the influence of substituents on the electronic structure 

of the fluorene chromophore is desirable in order to prepare materials with required 

properties. The study of the valence shell electronic structure is usually performed 

using UV photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and quantum chemical calculations. The 

parent fluorene has indeed been studied using this method [3,4], but no substituted 

derivatives of fluorene have been investigated by UPS to date. The NMR studies [5,6] 

have shown that the carbon chemical shifts were predominantly governed by the 

electronegativity of individual substituents.  The X-ray diffraction study of some silyl 

substituted fluorenes [7] has suggested that there is little intramolecular interaction 

between the substituent and fluorenyl moiety which retains near planarity of the 

parent fluorene molecule [8a].          

    Many more studies were reported on the crystal and molecular structures of 

polymetallaynes in which substituted fluorene units are linked via ethyne bridges to 

the heavy metals like platinum or mercury [8b-8h]. The key to the understanding of 

photophysical properties of such polymers appears to be intramolecular charge-

transfer process between fluorene moiety which acts as an electron acceptor and 

electron rich heavy metal which acts as an electron donor. It can therefore be expected 
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that the electronic structure of the substituted fluorene moiety should exert strong 

influence on the nonlinear optical and luminescent properties of these polymers. Since 

UPS is one of the most direct methods which can be used to probe the electronic 

structure and ground electronic states (unlike e.g. UV or luminescence spectroscopies 

which determine transition energies between the states) we have used UPS method in 

this work. 

Results and Discussion 

    The UV photoelectron spectra of 2-amino, 2,7-dibromo, 2-acetyl and 9-

trimethylsilylfluorene are shown in Figs. 1-4, respectively. The assignments of the 

spectra are summarized in Table 1 and were based on considerations of relative band 

intensities, OVGF calculations, HeI/HeII band intensity variations and comparison 

with the assigned spectra of related molecules, particularly fluorene [4]. The diagram 

of occupied π-orbitals of fluorene is shown in Scheme 1 and shall be used in the 

subsequent discussion. 
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Scheme 1 

We are interested in the substituent effects on the aromatic fluorine core. The 

substituents can induce resonance destabilization, inductive stabilization (or the 

combination of both) of the fluorene’s π-orbitals. It is often very difficult to 
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quantitatively separate the two effects.  

2-aminofluorene 

    The photoelectron spectra (Fig. 1) show that relative intensities of the 7.2 eV band 

and the 8.65-8.9 eV band manifold appear in the 1:3 ratio. This indicates that the first 

band arises from one and the second (the band manifold) from three orbital 

ionizations. Comparison with the UPS of fluorene [4], aniline [9] and with the results 

of OVGF calculations suggests the assignment of these bands to fluorene-like π-

orbitals as given in Table 1. The largest shift of ionization energies towards lower 

values (on going from fluorene to aminofluorene) occurs for π6 and π3 orbitals 

(Scheme 1). The downward shifts for π5 and π4 orbitals are much smaller (Table 2). 

The localization properties of fluorene π-orbitals are consistent with these changes in 

band ionization energies.  π6 and π3 orbitals have considerable electron density on the 

carbon atom in 2-position which facilitates resonance interaction between the π6 and 

π3 orbitals and the nitrogen lone pair of the amino group. π5 and π4 orbitals have low 

electron density at 2-position, hence they are less prone to resonance destabilization 

by the amino substituent. The reduction in the value of HOMO ionization energy by 

0.71 eV experienced in 2-aminofluorene (due to the electron donating amino 

substituent) also makes this compound more prone to oxidation than the parent 

fluorene.  

2,7-dibromofluorene 

    The spectral assignment (Fig. 2 and Table 1) is again based on the previously 

mentioned considerations, especially on the known decrease of band intensity 

experienced by the bromine lone pairs at HeII photon energy. The manifold in 10.6-

10.95 eV region shows a pronounced intensity decrease and is consequently assigned 

to three bromine lone pair ionizations. We observed that dibromo substitution affects 
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different fluorene π-orbitals differently (Table 2). The changes in π6 and π3-ionization 

energies induced by the bromine are small (Table 2) and are reflected in the 0.2 eV 

shift towards higher ionization energies. The changes in π5 and π4-ionization energies 

on the other hand are much larger. The explanation for this difference may be 

rationalized by assuming that the bromine substituent exerts inductive stabilization 

and resonance destabilization concomitantly. π6 and π3-orbital energies are influenced 

by resonance destabilization and inductive stabilization simultaneously. π5 and π4 –

orbitals are (due to their localization properties) mostly subject to inductive 

stabilization only. Since the net substituent effect on π6 and π3-ionizations is small   

we may conclude that in dibromofluorene the inductive effect is stronger than the 

resonance effect. 

2-acetylfluorene 

    The assignment of the photoelectron spectra of 2-acetylfluorene (Fig. 3 and Table 

1) is based on similar arguments and comparison with UPS of acetophenone [10]. The 

assignment summarized in Table 1 suggests that the carbonyl oxygen lone pair 

ionization appears within the 8.95-9.20 eV manifold. This assignment is supported by 

the HeII/HeI intensity changes of the said manifold whose relative intensity is 

considerably enhanced on going towards higher photon energy. The enhancement can 

be attributed to the presence of oxygen lone pair ionization in the manifold. O 2p 

orbital cross-section increases vs. cross-sections of C 2p and N 2p orbitals at higher 

photon energies [19]. The overall perturbation of the electronic structure of the 

fluorene core by the acetyl substituent is minor, manifesting itself in the 0.2 eV shift 

of π-orbitals towards higher ionization energies (Table 2). This small inductive 

stabilization effect can be expected due to the presence of electron withdrawing acetyl 

group.  
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9-trimethylsilylfluorene 

        The spectra of 9-trimethylsilylfluorene (the assignment is given in Table 1 on the 

basis of previously discussed arguments) exhibit the expected shift of the π-ionization 

energies towards smaller values vs. the parent fluorene. This is consistent with the 

electron donating character of the alkylsilyl substituent. The shifts are 0.16, 0.52, 

0.24, 0.24 eV for π6 , π5 , π4 and π3 orbitals, respectively. The magnitude of the shift is 

largest for the π5 ionization. This can be rationalized by the existence of 

hyperconjugative interaction between π5 orbital of fluorene moiety and C-Si bond. 

The π5 orbital has suitably large electron density on the vicinal carbons (carbons next 

to C9-position) which facilitates hyperconjugative interaction with the alkylsilyl 

group. Further evidence of involvement of Si 3p atomic orbital in π-bonding comes 

from the consideration of HeII/HeI band intensities. The relative intensity of 7.75 and 

8.25 eV bands increases on going to higher photon energy. This can be expected for 

molecular orbital which has some Si 3p character because Si 3p atomic 

photoionization cross-section increases slightly on going from HeI to HeII radiation 

while the C 2p cross-section drops significantly under the same circumstances [19].  

Electronic Structure and Other Properties 

    The results of our analysis of the electronic structure of fluorenes can be related to 

the properties of fluorenes and their oligomers/polymers. The results can also be used 

to understand some properties which appear unusual at first glance and to provide 

some caveats. The structure of 2-aminofluorene has been determined by X-ray 

diffraction [11] and the results demonstrated that there was no intermolecular N-

H…N hydrogen bonding present in the solid state. Instead, only weak N-H…Ph 

intermolecular interactions were detected. This observation can be rationalized if we 

recall that our data indicate strong resonance interaction between nitrogen lone pair 
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and the aromatic system in 2-aminofluorene. This interaction makes nitrogen lone pair 

less readily available for intermolecular N-H…N hydrogen bond formation. This 

observation is also consistent with 
13

C NMR chemical shifts [12] observed for 

substituted fluorenes which were indicative of the substituent effect being resonance 

controlled. The observed decrease in π6-ionization energy (HOMO), on the other hand 

makes the aromatic π-electron density more readily available to support weak N-

H…Ph intermolecular interactions. 

    The X-ray diffraction study of 9-trimethylsilylfluorene has on the other hand 

suggested that there are no intramolecular interactions between the silyl moiety and 

the fluorene backbone [7]. A reference to our electronic structure data suggests this 

not to be the case. Some energy levels in 9-trimethylsilylfluorene are strongly 

influenced by intramolecular interactions with the 9-trimethylsilyl substituent as 

discussed above (Table 2). This example provides a caveat regarding the inferences 

which are made about the electronic structure from the structural data alone.  

    The search for new fluorene based materials is expanding all the time, especially 

related to the quest for improved materials in the field of optoelectronics and 

photonics [2,13-15]. Nonetheless it is surprising that no detailed studies of the 

electronic structure of substituted fluorenes (which often comprise basic units in the 

new polymer materials) had been made to date. Our results in Table 2 also suggest 

that one can not use the substituted benzene analogues to predict the electronic 

structure of new fluorene based materials since there is no correlation between shifts 

in π-energy levels of the two classes of aromatic compounds. While it is true that the 

electronic structure of building blocks in polymer is not the only factor influencing 

polymer bulk properties, it is certainly one of the important ones.      
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Conclusion 

    We have shown how can the electronic structure of substituted fluorenes be related 

to material properties and demonstrated that some substituents are effective in 

inducing changes in the aromatic backbone while others are not. The substituents in 2-

7- and 9-positions strongly influence the electronic structure of fluorene moiety. 

These positions also happen to be the ones which are relevant for conjugated metallo-

organic polymers (polymetallaynes). This is because the fluorene units in the polymer 

chain are connected at 2- and 7-positions while 9-position is used to introduce side 

chains which may control the bandgap or thermal stability of the polymer. Our results 

may be useful when designing new optoelectronic materials with desired properties. 

The partial answer to the title question is then that the electronic structure of fluorene 

backbone is susceptible, in a very selective way to substituent influences.  

Experimental and Computational methods 

    The sample compounds were purchased from Aldrich and used without further 

purification after checking their identity and purity by NMR spectroscopy. 

    The HeI/HeII photoelectron spectra (UPS) were recorded on the Vacuum 

Generators UV-G3 spectrometer and calibrated with small amounts of Xe or Ar gas 

which was added to the sample flow.  The spectral resolution in HeI and HeII spectra 

was 25 meV and 70 meV, respectively when measured as FWHM of the 3p
-1

 
2
P3/2 Ar

+
 

← Ar (
1
S0) line.    The samples were studied with the inlet probe heated to 130

o
C, 

160
o
C, 130

o
C and 100

o
C for 2-amino, 2,7-dibromo, 2-acetyl and 9-

trimethylsilylfluorene, respectively. The spectra obtained were reproducible and 

showed no signs of decomposition. This was established by the measurement of 
1
H 

NMR spectra of the sample residues i.e. the sample left in the probe after the 

completion of the measurement.  
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    The quantum chemical calculations performed with Gaussian 03 program [17] 

included full geometry optimization of the neutral molecule (using Stuttgart effective 

core potential basis set [18b]) as the first step. The vibrational analysis confirmed that 

the resulting geometry was the true minimum (no imaginary frequencies). 

Subsequently, the optimized DFT geometry was used as the input into the single point 

calculation using the outer-valence Green’s function (OVGF) method at the same set 

level [18]. This method obviates the need for using Koopmans approximation and 

provides vertical ionization energies with typical deviation of 0.3-0.5 eV (depending 

on the size of the basis set) from the experimental values. The basis set used was 

selected with regard to computational efficiency. The optimized bond lengths agree 

well with the available X-ray diffraction data e.g. calculated and the measured Si-C 

bond lengths are consistent to within 0.02 Å [7].  

    The important aid in UPS spectral assignment is the variation of band intensity with 

photon energy which depends on the atomic and molecular orbital cross-sections [19]. 

The HeII/HeI atomic photoionization cross-section ratios for C 2p, Si 3p, N 2p, O 2p 

and Br 4p orbitals are 0.31, 1.0, 0.45, 0.64 and 0.06, respectively. On the basis of this 

information one can assign the band with strongly decreased relative intensity to 

ionization of molecular orbital with bromine lone pair character. On the other hand, 

bands whose relative intensity increases on going from HeI to HeII radiation, can be 

attributed to molecular orbitals with silicon or oxygen atom characters. 
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Accessory materials: The geometries, absolute energies and number of imaginary 

frequencies for substituted fluorenes are provided and available from Aust.J.Chem. 

web site.  
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Table 1. Experimental (Ei/eV) and calculated (OVGF/eV) vertical ionization 

energies, orbital assignments and relative band intensities in fluorenes
a
 

Fluorene Band Ei OVGF Assignment        Relative 

Intensity 

HeI/HeII 

2-amino X 7.2 6.8 π 6 1.0 

 A-C (8.65-8.9) 

 

8.24, 8.47 

8.64 

π 5-3     1.25 

 D 10.7 10.65 n NH2   

 E 11.0 11.37  σ  

2,7-diBr X 8.1 7.64 π 6 1.0 

 A-C 9.25 

9.6 

8.90, 9.16,  

9.33 

π 5-3      0.75 

 D-F 10.6, 10.75 

10.95 

10.44, 10.48 

10.70 

nBr , nBr ,  

nBr 

0.26 

 G 11.55 11.47 nBr   

2-acetyl X 8.1 7.73 π 6 1.0 

 A-C (8.95-9.20) 8.70, 8.96, 

9.81 

π 5-4 

nO 

1.07 

 D 9.95 10.18 π 3 0.81 

9-trimethylsilyl X 7.75 7.40 π 6 1.0 

 A 8.25 7.94 π 5 0.80 

 B 8.85 8.60 π 4 0.58 

 C 9.6 9.52 π 3 0.70 

a
the numbers in brackets correspond to overlapping bands 
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Table 2. π-orbital energy shifts upon substitution (ΔEi/eV) in fluorenes and their 

benzene analogues
a-c 

Fluorene Band ΔEi/eV
a
 ΔEi/eV

b
 

2-amino X -0.71 -1.25 

 A-C -0.12,  -0.19, -0.94 -0.04 

2,7-diBr X 0.19 -0.23 

 A-C 0.48, 0.51, -0.24 0.4 

2-acetyl X 0.19 0.21 

 A-C 0.18, 0.11 0.25 

 D 0.11  

9-trimethylsilyl X -0.16 -0.31 

 A -0.52 -0.01 

 B -0.24  

 C -0.24  

a
ΔE = Ei (substituted fluorene) – Ei (fluorene) 

b
ΔE = Ei (substituted benzene) – HOMO Ei (benzene) 

c
the ionization energies for substituted benzenes were taken from ref. 9-10,16 
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Figure captions 

 

Fig. 1 HeI and HeII photoelectron spectra of 2-aminofluorene  

 

Fig. 2 HeI and HeII photoelectron spectra of 2,7-dibromofluorene   

 

Fig. 3 HeI and HeII photoelectron spectra of 2-acetylfluorene  

 

Fig. 4 HeI and HeII photoelectron spectra of 9-trimethylsilylfluorene   
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                                      Fig. 1 
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                                                                 Fig. 2 
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                                                          Fig. 3 
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                                                                 Fig. 4 


